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Abstract: Human purchasing behavior is affected by many
influential factors. Culture at macro-level and personality at microlevel influence consumer purchasing behavior. People of different
cultures tend to accept the values of their own group and
consequently have different purchasing behavior. Also, people in
the same culture have some differences in their purchases which can
be described by their personal characteristics. Therefore, this paper
studies Uncertainty Avoidance dimension of Hofstede culture
model in consumer behavior as well as four personality traits. The
consumer model includes three important module including
perception, evaluation of the alternatives and post-purchase. Our
experimental results show that people of high uncertainty avoidance
tend to purchase the high quality products as well as famous brands
to reduce the risk of their purchases. On the other hand, people in
high uncertainty tolerant culture tend to purchase the new products.
The paper discusses about the validity of the proposed model based
on empirical data.
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1. Introduction
Consumer behavior includes five main stages: need
recognition, information search, evaluation of the
alternatives, purchase and post-purchase [1]-[4]. Consumer
behavior modeling involves computer science, artificial
intelligence, marketing, sociology and psychology [5].
Consumer behavior is affected by many factors including
culture and personality. What has motivated the current study
is why some people take risk to purchase the new or
unknown products, while some others are conservative in
their purchasing. The producers and international image of
the products are of high value for some people; however they
afraid of purchasing new products. In contrast, some other
people are open to new experiences and tend to purchase the
new products. This sort of behavior is rooted in the culture at
macro-level and personality at micro-level. Uncertainty
avoidance dimension of culture proposed by Hofstede [6]-[9]
suitably describes these differences of human behavior.
Therefore, uncertainty avoidance dimension of culture is
selected to study in this paper.
People inherit the general and shared knowledge from their
own groups; however their behaviors are affected by their
own personal preferences as well. Personality is the main

reason behind these individuals’ differences. Culture
maintains the group values and personality make some
personal preferences. Consumers’ behaviors are also affected
by culture and personality. Another important factor is
budget which is of high value in purchasing behavior.
Therefore, in addition to culture, some other personality traits
and budget are taken into account for consumer behavior
modeling.
Agent-based modeling is a new analytical method which is
used in the modeling of social processes such as consumer
behavior [10]. Each agent represents a consumer which is
able to make decision autonomously based on its own
preferences [10]. Therefore, applying culture and personality
to cognitive modeling of consumer agents make them to
behave more similar to real humans.
In this paper we propose a decision-making process for
consumer agents based on uncertainty avoidance dimension
of
culture
and
four
personality characteristics:
QualityOriented, NoveltyTendency, RiskAversion and
PriceSensitivity. Consumer agent follows three main steps to
make decision: percept, evaluation of alternatives, and postpurchase. The results show that uncertainty avoiding
consumers tend to purchase the products with low ambiguity,
while uncertainty tolerant consumers take risk and purchase
new and unknown products.
The paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the
review including uncertainty avoidance dimension of culture,
personality traits related to the current study, and some agentbased modeling of consumer agents. Section 3 illustrates the
proposed model in detail. In section 4, we present the
experimental results and section 5 concludes the paper and
proposes the future works.

2. Literature Review
Culture is defined as a set of shared knowledge among
members of a group. Hofstede [6] defines four dimensions
for culture including uncertainty avoidance, power distance,
masculinity and individualism. However, currently, the
Hofstede model includes six dimensions [9]. Of course, all
dimensions of culture influence consumer behavior, but we
take uncertainty avoidance into account due to the motivation
of the current study. According to the Hofstede [8],
uncertainty avoidance is defined as follows:
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‘Uncertainty avoidance deals with a society's tolerance
for uncertainty and ambiguity; it ultimately refers to man's
search for Truth. It indicates to what extent a culture
programs its members to feel either uncomfortable or
comfortable in unstructured situations. Unstructured
situations are novel, unknown, surprising, and different from
usual. Uncertainty avoiding cultures try to minimize the
possibility of such situations by strict laws and rules, safety
and security measures, and on the philosophical and
religious level by a belief in absolute Truth; 'there can only
be one Truth and we have it'. People in uncertainty avoiding
countries are also more emotional, and motivated by inner
nervous energy. The opposite type, uncertainty accepting
cultures, are more tolerant of opinions different from what
they are used to; they try to have as few rules as possible,
and on the philosophical and religious level they are
relativist and allow many currents to flow side by side.
People within these cultures are more phlegmatic and
contemplative, and not expected by their environment to
express emotions’.
Countries such as Greece (112), Portugal (104),
Guatemala (101), Belgium (94), France (86), Spain (86), and
Korea Republic (85) have high score on Uncertainty
Avoidance. Also, countries with low score on Uncertainty
Avoidance are called Uncertainty Tolerant such as:
Singapore (8), Denmark (23), Sweden (29), Great Britain
(35), Malaysia (36), United States (46), Norway (50) and
Netherlands (53).
Uncertainty avoiding consumers do not tend to purchase
the new products, while uncertainty tolerant consumers are
open to adopt the new products and technologies [8].
Uncertainty avoidance consumers pay much attention to the
international image of the products such as famous brand cars
[11] and do not tend to take risk and purchase the products
with unknown brands.
Big-Five model of the personality proposed by McCrae
[12]-[14], also called OCEAN (hereafter we call this model
as OCEAN), is one of the models widely accepted and
applied in many agent models [15]-[16]. OCEAN model
includes five big traits: Openness to experience,
Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness and
Neuroticism. Openness to experience is related to the novelty
need [14]. According to the McCrae and Costa [14],
openness people tend to try the new things, therefore
openness trait is related to the novelty need. Extravert
consumers tend to have high quality product since it is
related to their status and their tendency to be seen in a
group. Conscientiousness people are very careful about their
purchasing behavior and do not like spending money for low
quality products. Agreeable people are generous [14] and
price is not of high importance for them. Also, neuroticism
and extraversion are strongly connected to risk adoption [14].
Since it is difficult to measure the effect of each personality
trait on the novelty need, quality of the product, risk and
price sensitivity, we simplify these relations. Therefore, four
personality characteristics related to the current study are
chosen: NoveltyTendency, QualityOriented, RiskAversion
and PriceSensitivity. These four characteristics are taken into
account to represent the personality of the consumer agents.
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There are many researches in the field of consumer
behavior modeling [5], [17]-[24]. Most of them suffer from
the lack of culture and personality and other cognitive
features. The model proposed in [17] does not equip the
agents to learning. Tran [18]-[21] extended the model by
enabling the buyer agents to learn and model the reputation
of seller agents and prevent communicating with nonreputable ones. Roozmand [22] proposed a model in which
consumer agents model the reputation of seller agents based
on three parameters: quality, price and delivery-time,
separately. Also, seller agents model the reputation of buyers
and consider discount for them based on their reputation.
Jager [25]-[26] proposed a model for consumer agents rooted
in human needs. These models apply neither culture nor
personality in consumer agents. Personality has been
modeled in [15]-[16] for buyer and seller agents in
negotiation; however it has not been applied in consumer
agents. Openness and stingy have been applied in buyer
agents in [24]. Hofstede and his colleagues [27]-[34] applied
five dimensions of culture separately for trading agents in
negotiation but it has not been applied for consumer agents.
Therefore, we aim to model the culture and personality in
consumer agents. Uncertainty avoidance and four personality
characteristics are chosen to be modeled in this paper.

3. Modeling
Uncertainty
Consumer Behavior

Avoidance

in

In this section we describe the market architecture and
consumer agent decision-making process based on
uncertainty avoidance dimension of culture. Two types of
agents have been considered in this model: consumer agent
and seller agent. In this paper we focus only on formalizing
the consumer agent decision-making process. Seller agents
play the role of product providers and they are not equipped
with learning or any cognitive mechanism in the current
version. The model has been implemented based on the idea
of MASQ Meta model [35]. Figure 1 shows the general
architecture and main transactions of the proposed model.
The market model is inspired by Roozmand [36].

Figure 1. Market Model and Transactions
We describe different parts of the model in the following
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subsections. Subsection 3.1 includes the market elements.
Subsection 3.2 describes the main transactions, and finally in
subsection 3.3 the consumer agent decision making process
and related formulas are illustrated.
3.1 Market Elements
The framework includes three main elements: consumer
agent, environment, and seller agent. These elements are
described below:
Consumer agent plays the role of a consumer and purchase
products in the market. Consumer agents make decision to
purchase a product based on their own culture (uncertainty
avoidance) and their personal characteristics.
Seller agent produces different products and presents them
in the market based on the production date (time) of the
product. We don’t focus on internal decision making process
of seller agents since the main focus of this paper is on
consumer agent’s modeling.
Environment is implemented as a java class and facilitates
the agents’ communications. Environment contains three
important parts: products, inboxes, and message handler.
• Message handler is a set of functions to facilitate the
agents’ communications with environment. Agents do not
directly interact with environment. All of their messages
and requests are given to the message handler. Message
handler checks the message and does the appropriate
action. For example, a consumer agent requests for seeing
the products in the market. Then, message handler checks
the message and extracts the content of the message and
accesses the products stored in the environment and
retrieves the result for the consumer agent.
• Product is a data structure which enables the seller agents
to place their products into this structure. It is
implemented as an array. Also, consumer agents are able
to perceive the products. Transactions are facilitated by
the message handler.
• Consumers’ and sellers’ inboxes are considered to
facilitate
the
consumer
and
seller
agents’
communications. Each consumer and seller agent has his
own inbox. For example, C1 in figure 1 indicates the
inbox for consumer agent 1. The inbox is an array which
stores all sent messages by other agents to consumer agent
1. Consumer agent 1 checks his own inbox and retrieves
the messages by the use of message handler functions. In
addition, assume that a seller agent is going to send a
message to consumer agent 1. The seller agent calls a
specific function of message handler which is considered
to put the messages into agents’ inboxes. The function
extracts the public part of the message and finds the
receiver agent (consumer agent 1) and put the message in
C1 (see figure 1).
3.2 Market Transactions
The model represents many transactions which are shown in
figure 1. Here, we describe these transactions in detail.
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1. Once a seller agent is created, he aims to demonstrate his
products in the market. Therefore, he asks the message
handler to add his products into the environment to be seen
by all consumer agents. Of course, if the seller agent
produces a new product later, he does this transaction
again.
2. Consumer agents perceive the environment (environment)
and update their knowledge about the products in the
market. In the current simulation, each consumer agent
perceives the environment in each time unit of simulation.
3. A consumer agent sends a message to the sellers who they
have the product that the consumer agent requires. The
consumer agent initializes the request’s messages and asks
the message handler to put the messages in sellers’
inboxes.
4. Each seller agent checks his own inbox to find the new
messages. In fact, he asks the message handler to do it for
him.
5. When seller agent sees a request message from a consumer
agent, he adjusts the bid including the necessary
information of requested product and sends it back to the
consumer agent.
6. The consumer agent receives all bids from seller agents.
7. The consumer agent evaluates the bids and selects the best
option.
8. The consumer agent sends a message to the selected seller
agent and informs him that consumer agent is going to
purchase the product from him.
9. Selected seller agent receives the message and,
10. Deliver the product. Actually, he sends the real attributes
of the product. It can be same as the attributes of the bid
or possibly different.
11. The consumer agent receives the product and,
12. Pay the money.
13. The seller agent receives the money.
14. The consumer agent evaluates the real attributes of the
product and updates his trust about the seller.
3.3 Consumer Agent Decision Making Process
According to the focus of this paper on modeling of
consumer agent, in this subsection we describe the consumer
decision making process as well as details of formalizing the
model. The consumer agent decision-making process
includes three important modules: percept, evaluation of
alternatives, purchase and post-purchase. Also, there is a
state variable that holds the estimation of trust about seller
agents. We describe the details of each module:
Percept: Percept module uses the ‘message handler’ of
environment to access the products in the market. The
function is defined as:

seeSellersProducts() → Products

(1)

Products are the result of seeSellersProducts () function and
contain the list of available products in the market as well as
their sellers. Transaction 2 in subsection 3.2 does this action.
Then, the consumer agent sends request messages to the
sellers who have the product that the consumer agent requires
(transaction 3).
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Evaluation of Alternatives: A consumer agent receives all
bids from sellers (transaction 6) and evaluates the bids to
choose the best option (transaction 7). The consumer agent
evaluates the alternatives based the following function:
arg max U cPr (UAc , Personalityc , Products , Trustcs , Budget ) → [0,1]

(2)
The consumer agent is able to purchase the product having
enough money (Budget>price). UAc and Personalityc
represent the Uncertainty Avoidance dimension of culture
and personality of consumer agent c. Products shows the
product attributes of seller s. Trustcs represents the trust of
consumer agent c about seller agent s. The function U
evaluates the value of each product and arg max returns the
product with highest value. The idea of Hofstede [30] has
been used but extended to model the utility function.

U cPr = w quality * Prquality + w novelty * Prnovelty
− w risk * Pr

s
ambiguity

− w price * Pr price

(3)

s
ambiguity

Pr

1 − Trust cs
= (1 − Prbrand ) * [ 
s
1 + Trust c
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Tr ust cs ≥ 0
Trus t cs < 0

]

(9)
Therefore, consumer agent c selects the best option based on
utility formula (2) and sends a message to the selected seller
s ′ (transaction 8).
Purchase: consumer agent c receives the product and pays
the money (transactions 11 and 12).
Post purchase: Assume the scenario that the selected seller
s ′ delivers the product to consumer agent c. The initial trust
about all sellers is set to zero at the beginning of the
simulation. Consumer agent c receives and extracts the real
attribute values of the product. Assume that
represents the real quality of the product.
′
Prquality
Reinforcement learning is used to update the consumer agent
c’s trust about seller s ′ .

Trust cs (t ) = Trust cs (t − 1) + (1 − µ ) * Trust cs (t − 1) (10)
In which UcPr indicates the utility value of product Pr for
consumer agent c. Also, wquality+wnovelty+wrisk+wprice=1 and
represent the importance of quality, novelty, risk and price
for the consumer agent c. Prk shows the attribute k of product
Pr. For example, Prquality shows the quality of product Pr. The
weights on quality, novelty, risk and price are rooted in
consumer agent c’s culture and personality and calculated as
follows:

w quality = UA * QualityOri ented

(4)

w novelty = (1 − UA ) * NoveltyTen dency

(5)

w risk = UA * RiskAversi on

(6)

w price = PriceSensi tivity * (1 − Bodget )

(7)

And finally the weights are normalized based on the
following equation:

wi = wi /[ ∑ k =1 w k ]
4

(8)

For the sake of simplicity, Prquality , Prnovelty and Prprice are
included in the product and simply can be extracted.
However, Prsambiguity is calculated based on the product itself
and its seller. Two important factors are product brand and
trust about the product’s seller. Product brand indicates how
a product is reliable and is quantified in the interval [0, 1].
The value more close to 1 represents the well-known brands
and value closer to zero shows unknown brands. Unknown
brands increase the risk. Trust is another important factor
affect the risk. Lower trust about a seller will increase the
purchasing risk from that seller. Trust is in the interval [-1,
1]. Trust has been considered since one product can be sold
by different sellers. Therefore, Prambiguity is calculated as
follows:

Trust cs (t ) Indicates the trust of consumer agent c about seller
s on quality at time t. µ is called cooperative factor and is
calculated as follows:

′
µ = wquality * max{( Prquality
− Prquality ), µ min }

(11)

In which µ min shows the minimum value of cooperative
factor in formula 11. If Prquality
′
− Prquality >0, it means that
seller s ′ has delivered the product with a quality higher than
what consumer agent c has evaluated at the time of purchase.
Therefore, the trust about seller is positively increased by the
rate of µ . If Prquality
′
− Prquality =0, then the seller agent s ′ has
delivered the product with the same quality as what he has
offered. In this situation, the trust about seller s ′ is increased
with the rate µ min . Prquality
′
− Prquality <0 means that seller
agent cheated the consumer agent c and his trust is reduced.

4. Experimental Results and Discussion
The model has been implemented with Repast Simphony
[37]. Three test scenarios are taken into account to test the
agent behavior in the market. The first test aims to measure
the consumer purchasing differences at the macro-level. Two
groups of consumer agents are considered with significant
cultural differences; however the other parameters are
generated based on the same distribution for both groups.
Also, two groups of sellers exist in this test.
100 consumers are categorized into two groups. One
group represents the consumers with high uncertainty
avoidance culture and the second represents the uncertainty
tolerant culture, however, the other characteristics are
generated almost the same for both groups. Personality traits
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are generated based on normal distribution: NDpersonalityTraits (mean = 0.5, SD=0.2) in which personality-Traits =
{Quality-Orientated,
NoveltyTendency,
RiskAversion,
PriceSensitivity}. Also, the budget is generated based on
normal distribution: NDBudget(mean = 0.5, SD, 0.2). Each
consumer agent purchase 50 products.
• Group 1 (c1-c100): These consumer agents belong to the
high uncertainty avoidance culture. NDUA(mean= 0.8,
SD, 0.05).
• Group 2 (c101-c200): These consumer agents belong to
the high uncertainty tolerant culture. NDUA(mean= 0.2,
SD, 0.05).
The two groups of sellers are as follows:
• Group 1 (s1 – s10): These seller agents sell new products
of all brands. The attributes of the products are generated
based on the normal distribution: NDnovelty (mean=0.8,
SD= 0.05), NDquality (mean=0.5, SD= 0.15), NDbrand
(mean=0.5, SD= 0.15). Price is calculated as AVG
(novelty, quality, brand). It means that the higher novelty,
quality and brand lead to the higher price. The seller
agents are honest and do not tend to cheat the consumer
agents. NDi (mean, SD) shows the normal distribution for
generating values for attribute i of each product. Mean
and SD are two parameters used in normal distribution
which show the mean and standard deviation of the
distribution, respectively.
• Group 2 (s11 – s20): These seller agents sell high quality,
and famous brands. The attributes of the products are
generated
based
on
normal
distribution:
NDnovelty(mean=0.5, SD= 0.15), NDquality(mean=0.8,
SD= 0.05), NDbrand(mean=0.8, SD= 0.05).
Table 1 represents the average result of 10 runs. Results
show that consumer agents who belong to the uncertainty
tolerant culture are open to purchase the new products. As
can be seen in table 1, consumer agents of uncertainty
tolerant culture have bought more products from sellers of
group 1. On the other hand, consumer agents who belong to
the uncertainty avoidance culture do not take risk to purchase
the new products when they have not any knowledge about
them. These consumers concentrated on products provided
by sellers of group 2 who sell high quality and famous brand
products.
Table 1. Average of Consumer Purchases from Each Seller’s
Group

Consumer Agents

Purchase from
Seller Agents:
Group 1

Purchase from
Seller Agents:
Group 2

Group 1:
Uncertainty
Avoidance

16.7%

83.3%

Group 2:
Uncertainty Tolerant

64.2 %

35.8%
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In the second test, the effect of personality traits:
NoveltyTendncy and RiskAversion are measured on adopting
the new products in the same cultural context. Four groups of
consumer agents are taken into account. Uncertainty tolerant
culture is considered in this test for all four groups: NDUA
(mean=0.2, SD= 0.05). Also, QualityOriented and
PriceSensivity traits are generated based on the normal
distribution with mean= 0.5 and standard deviation= 0.15,
and are the same for all four groups. NoveltyTendency and
RiskAversion are generated differently for four groups:
• Group 1 (c1-c50): These consumer agents enjoy the high
NoveltyTendency and low RiskAversion personality
traits: NDNoveltyTendency(mean= 0.8, SD, 0.05) and
NDRiskAversion(mean= 0.2, SD, 0.05).
• Group 2 (c51-c100): These consumer agents enjoy the
high NoveltyTendency and high RiskAversion personality
traits: NDNoveltyTendency(mean= 0.8, SD, 0.05) and
NDRiskAversion(mean= 0.8, SD, 0.05).
• Group 3 (c101-c150): These consumer agents enjoy the
low NoveltyTendency and low RiskAversion personality
traits: NDNoveltyTendency(mean= 0.2, SD, 0.05) and
NDRiskAversion(mean= 0.2, SD, 0.05).
• Group 4 (c151-c200): These consumer agents enjoy the
low NoveltyTendency and high RiskAversion personality
traits: NDNoveltyTendency(mean= 0.8, SD, 0.05) and
NDRiskAversion(mean= 0.8, SD, 0.05).
20 seller agents are considered who sell all kind of
products. The attributes of products are generated based on
uniform distribution to cover all possible inputs. Uniform
distribution generates the data as follows: UDi(n =100, min=
0.01, max= 0.99). n represents the number of generated data,
min and max represent the minimum and maximum bound of
uniform distribution, respectively.
The results show that consumer agents of group 1
concentrates on novelty attributes of products more than
other groups, while consumer agents of group 4 tend to avoid
purchasing the new products more than other groups. This
test shows that personality influences the consumer
purchasing behavior beside cultural values. The results
describe that why people have different behavior while they
belong to the same culture and even who have born and bred
in the same families. Table 2 shows the average of novelty of
products purchased by different consumer agent groups.
Table 2. Average of Products Novelty Purchased by Each
Consumer Group

Average of
Products
Novelty

Group 1

Group 2

Group 3

Group 4

0.899

0.713

0.651

0.487

In the third test, we show how the trust plays the role in
consumer purchasing behavior. Therefore, two groups of
seller agents are considered in which the sellers of one group
tend to cheat the consumers. They offer high quality products
but deliver the low quality ones.
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• Group 1 (s1 – s10): These sellers offer high quality
products and deliver low quality products. The attributes
of the products are generated as follows:
NDquality(mean=0.8, SD= 0.05), NDbrand(mean=0.5,
SD= 0.15), NDnovelty(mean=0.5, SD= 0.15). However
they deliver the product with quality q-r, in which r is a
random value in the interval [0, 1].
• Group 2 (s11 – s20): These sellers offer and deliver high
quality products. The attributes of the products are
generated as follows: NDquality(mean=0.8, SD= 0.05),
NDbrand(mean=0.5, SD= 0.15), NDnovelty(mean=0.5,
SD= 0.15).
200 consumer agents are considered in the market. Each
consumer agent tends to purchase 50 products. Culture and
personality of the consumer agents are generated based on
normal distribution, mean = 0.5 and standard deviation =
0.15. The average of 10 runs is represented in table 3.
Table 3. Average of Sold Products by Each Seller Group

Seller Agents

Sales of Seller
Agents: Group 1

Sales of Seller
Agents:
Group 2

Average of Sold
Products

3574.6

6425.4

Table 3 shows that seller agents, who cheat the consumers,
are not successful in the market; even though they can make
much more income than others at the beginning of the
market.
There are some empirical data which support our
assumptions and our experimental results. De Mooij [11]
found that uncertainty avoidance is positively correlated with
international image of the car tendencies in Europe (r =
0.70***). Famous international image reduces the risk of
purchase. In the current paper it is called as product’s brand.
Also, Hofstede [38] studies how people in different countries
adopt the new technologies. He used the data of World Bank
(1999, 2000, 2001) [39] and found the negative correlation
between uncertainty avoidance and adopting the new
technologies. He found the correlations -0.41*,-0.06, 0.77***, -0.20, -0.39*, -0.46* with adopting Radios, TV
Sets, PCs, Faxes, Internet Hosts, and Mobile Phones,
respectively. It shows that adopting the products that have
more ambiguity such as PCs, has significant negative
correlations with uncertainty avoidance; however, we see
very low negative correlation with TV Sets and faxes.
Perhaps, it can be explained by the high ambiguity and low
risk of using these products. Adopting the new technologies
and products has been considered as novelty in the current
paper (see formula 5).
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considered in consumer agent. Our experimental results
shows that consumer agents belong to high uncertainty
avoidance culture tend to purchase famous brand and take the
actions with lowest risks. On the other hand, consumer agents
who belong to high uncertainty tolerant are more open to
adopt the new products and technologies. Also, we showed
how personality makes some individual differences in
consumer purchasing behavior.
In the current version of the paper we took only one
culture dimension into account according to the motivation of
the current study; however, other dimensions of culture play
very important role in consumer purchasing behavior. We
would suggest modeling the other dimensions of culture in
consumer behavior as future work.
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